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The Seattle Waldorf School (SWS) offers
an inspiring Waldorf education, serving
students with the goal of educating
holistically, by fostering social awareness,
critical thinking and creativity. The
curriculum is developmentally based and
follows the teachings and indications of
Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925). It meets the
students at each stage of life, with tools to
help them succeed, both in and out of
school, and provides a strong foundation for
a healthy entry into the world and beyond
high school.
As one of the premier Parent-Tot through
Grade 12 Waldorf schools in the country,
Seattle Waldorf School stands as a leader in
the Waldorf movement regionally and
nationally. It is Washington’s only Pre-K
through Grade 12 Waldorf school. The
School is currently forging new ground as it

grows and sustains a strong and viable
educational model that supports three campuses
serving approximately 400 students, ranging
from 18 months to 18 years. Lessons are thought
provoking. Teachers are inspiring. Students take
an active role in their own education. The Seattle
Waldorf School creates experiential learning
environments and impressive lessons where fully
engaged students learn to think independently
and collaboratively, while cultivating their
leadership skills and their desire to make a
difference in the world.

POSITION
The School now seeks an intelligent, energetic,
empathetic and compassionate new leader for
this impressive community. The new Head of
School will work with a dedicated Board of
Trustees, an effective and competent
administrative team, a dynamic faculty and
staff, engaged and joyful students, and an active
and thoughtful parent body at the robust and
healthy institution situated on three vibrant
campuses in Seattle, Washington. A thoughtful
and collaborative management style that is
conducive to an inclusive and diverse
community is required.
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HISTORY AND PLACE
In September 1980, Seattle Waldorf School
opened its doors, thanks to the foresight and
determination of original board members, Ron
Moss, Suzanne Szekely, Dolores Rose
Dauenhauer, and pioneering teacher Joan
Grissing. In the same year, a second initiative,
Kinderhaus, was started by Elana Freeland.
Kinderhaus, a Waldorf preschool, was an
independent endeavor, but it was governed by
the same Seattle Waldorf School board.
A nomadic journey ensued over the years to
temporary homes from the Central District and
Wallingford to Edmonds, to Phinney Ridge, to
Capitol Hill, back to the Central District and
finally to the current campuses. In 1984,
Kinderhaus officially merged with Seattle
Waldorf School as part of the Waldorf
Association of Seattle.

MISSION AN D VALUES
“Daily we strive to inspire learning, courage, and
joy in the developing human being.”
•

•

•
•

•

•

We are an educational community
working out of cooperation and mutual
respect.
We are guided by the educational
philosophy and understanding of the
developing human being articulated by
Rudolf Steiner.
We believe artistic activity is essential to
the education of the human being.
We cultivate wonder and curiosity
through engagement with the natural
world.
We celebrate the innate reverence and
joy of an unhurried and naturally
developing childhood.
We actively engage the striving
adolescent in order to promote the
unfolding of the free and confident adult.

The strategic work of programming success and
campus/facility enhancements has been the
culmination of many dedicated and devoted
teachers, staff, boards and community
members. Strategic plans, master planning, and
effective actions have guided the growth and
strength of the School.

The mission and values of the Seattle Waldorf
School reflect and inform all aspects of the
educational program. At each level, lessons are
brought forth by dedicated and skilled teachers,
who allow students to grow and mature in selfknowledge and courage. In doing so, the
teachers strive to weave and embrace joy and a
love of learning into each day’s work.
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Today, the School maintains three separate
campuses, Kinderhaus, the Meadowbrook
Campus, and the High School Campus. All
teaching and learning spaces reflect the
school’s appreciation for natural materials,
beauty, and simplicity. Classrooms are
thoughtfully designed to inspire learning and
joy. Design of the physical environment and
effective learning spaces reflects the belief
that all students benefit from active play
outdoors at all ages, and that each learns best
in an environment of beauty and simplicity so
that senses are not overloaded in the
classroom. Careful attention is paid to light,
color, and warmth to enhance learning and
the students’ sense of ease and joy. The
School takes particular care to provide ample
access to outdoor spaces on all three
campuses that support creative play,
movement, and connection.
It is clear that the Seattle Waldorf School
considers the outdoors to be an integral part
of its entire program. While in an urban
location, the School fosters a strong
connection with the natural world and the
outdoor environment on all three campuses.
Outdoor spaces are designed to be age
appropriate and support the curriculum and
extracurricular activities. There are wooded
areas, gardens, expansive play yards and
fields, climbing structures and a rich array of
outdoor opportunities at all three locations.
Kinderhaus Campus
The Kinderhaus Campus is located in the
residential Wallingford neighborhood of
Seattle. A charming house with a nurturing
home-like feel and extensive play yards, is the
perfect setting for young children. This
comfortable and picturesque campus is blocks
from Woodland Park, a 90+ acre public park in
Seattle’s Phinney Ridge and Green Lake
neighborhoods.
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Meadowbrook Campus
The Grade School, Early Childhood and
administrative offices are nestled on a
beautiful 3-acre property in the residential
neighborhood of Meadowbrook of North
Seattle. Centered around a large playground
are four lovely structures, Briar Rose, the
Garden House, the Farmhouse, and the
Grade School, which form a cohesive and
dedicated campus housing classrooms for
preschool and Parent-Tot classes,
Kindergarten, and Grades 1 through 8. Along
with classrooms, there are a number of
dedicated music spaces, a performing arts
hall, library and world languages classrooms,
an extensive working garden, woodworking
and handwork spaces, kitchens, learning
support meeting rooms, extended day
program spaces, faculty work areas, and
administrative offices.

High School Campus
The High School Campus is located in
Building 11 of Magnuson Park, which enjoys
350 acres of beautiful park space and
amenities on the shore of Lake Washington.
The partnership with the Seattle Parks
Department includes access to ball fields,
community gardens, theater and gym
spaces, as well as collaboration with other
park organizations and businesses in the
area. This expansive campus offers many
opportunities, including co-curricular
learning and social spaces. In addition,
collaborative partnerships with many of the
Magnuson Park neighbors and businesses
help foster internship opportunities for
students.
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PEOPLE
Respect for inclusion and thoughtful
engagement defines the Seattle Waldorf
School community and its culture.
Students and parents of all backgrounds,
faiths and traditions enthusiastically speak
of the support and kinship they feel from
their teachers and the world-renowned
Waldorf program. Students are accepted
for who they are and there is a palpable
sense of collaboration in the friendly, closeknit community. The atmosphere, in turn
encourages students to take appropriate
risks to pursue new adventures and to
encourage their schoolmates to do the same.
Continued matriculation to college, university and
post high school education worldwide is strong
among SWS graduates.

SWS students are fearless scholars, creative
collaborators, agile thinkers, curious questioners,
and moral citizens. They embrace the challenges
before them, asking hard questions to find
innovative solutions. Student voices are valued at
the School. Students know that their opinions are
heard and are taken seriously, and all maintain a
deep respect and appreciation for their teachers
and the administration at the School. Students
truly believe they can make the world a better
place.

The Students
Seattle Waldorf students hail from neighborhoods
in Seattle and environs and many transfer from
Waldorf schools locally, nationally and
internationally. International students from
Argentina, Australia, China, France, and Vietnam
(to name a few), are attracted to Waldorf
education at SWS. Families of all configurations
and all faith traditions are welcome. Families value
the strong and grounded education and are
committed to the Waldorf model and curriculum.

The Faculty
The teachers at SWS are devoted to the School
and Waldorf education. Led by highly competent
and skilled pedagogical chairs at each of the
developmental levels, the teachers relish the
freedom to create their classroom and work
environments, to use their imaginations to
engage students, and to express their
opinions freely to each other. In keeping with
Waldorf tenets, teachers value intellectual
freedom and the classroom autonomy that
the program promotes and sustains.
Teachers use their creativity and energy to
engage students and to assist them in
becoming life-long learners. At the same
time, the strong teacher-student
relationships and the small class sizes make it
easy for teachers to encourage students to
take risks, develop grit, and to enhance their
interests and talents.
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longtime supporters of SWS, current and
alumni parents, the Head of School, and
outside educators who recognize the value of
a strong Waldorf education. The Board of
Trustees is charged with the responsibility of
holding the school “in trust,” thereby
advancing the educational mission and
organization, sustaining financial viability, and
hiring and monitoring the performance of the
Head. Highly evident is the exceptionally
strong working relationship and trust between
the Head of School and the Board.

The Administration
The School’s leadership team is lean. It has an
effective administrative structure that covers
the essential areas of school leadership,
development, institutional advancement,
enrollment management, school operations,
financial management and academic
leadership. The Head of School is supported by
3 pedagogical leads, the Directors of Pedagogy
for Early Childhood, Grade School, and High
School, the Director of Finance and Operations,
the Director of Enrollment Management, the
Director of Communication and Marketing, and
the Director of Administration at the High
School. The team is collaborative and effective
and each member is dedicated to the mission
and core values of the School.

The Families
An enthusiastic parent body is devoted to
Waldorf education and SWS. Parents
appreciate and support the strong teachers
and Waldorf education. The parents volunteer
at myriad activities and events throughout the
school year and donate generously to the
School and its programs. The small, but active
Parent Association works with administration,
faculty, staff, and other community
organizations in hosting and sponsoring
school events and activities that benefit SWS.

The Board of Trustees
Seattle Waldorf School is governed by a
dedicated 16-member Board of Trustees with
strong business acumen. It is composed of
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PROGRAM
The structure and schedule of the
school day and of the school year are
of great importance in Waldorf
education. A fundamental belief is
that a rhythm and a balance of
concentration and movement are
essential elements of healthy
learning and living. The school day is
structured to provide ageappropriate time for movement in
each day, with play breaks and
physical and creative activities
balanced with perceptive and
thinking activities. Seasonal
activities, including festivals, play an important
role in the planning of the school year, especially
for younger Waldorf students. These continue in
different forms in the High School, giving
students, an experience of the rhythm of the
recurring cyclical, yet changing quality of each
year. In the Grade School and High School,
teachers plan morning lesson blocks to provide a
flow of both subjects and teaching/learning styles.

It is important that technology is recognized as a
tool to be used in an age appropriate manner and
that in the Early Childhood and/or in the Grade
School programs, no screen media, recorded
music, projectors or Smart Board technology are
used in classrooms. In the Middle School,
technology is introduced intentionally through an
academic program called Cyber Civics where
students begin to learn how technology fits into
society and the role it plays. In the High School, as
students are preparing to meet the greater and
wider world, students use computers and the
programs that are most useful to
them, both in school and at home. In
Grades 9-12, technology is used in a
broad context. The High School faculty
strives to promote a healthy
relationship to technology that
enhances but does not dominate the
curriculum and learning at school.

The School believes that children benefit most
profoundly from a direct relationship to their
teachers, to their environment, and to each other.

At Seattle Waldorf School, every child
sets out on a journey. From early
childhood through graduation,
students experience a holistic
curriculum rooted in the philosophy of
Rudolf Steiner who believed that
education should align with the
distinct phases of a child’s
development.
8
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Early Childhood
Curiosity, wonder, and awe are at the heart of
joyful learning. Emphasis on play as the
foundation for social development and creativity
are pivotal in the earliest years and a child enriches
his or her senses with beautiful environments,
outdoor adventures, painting, gardening and
baking. There are endless hands-on activities with
natural materials that fill the child’s day, in
addition to the countless experiences of circle
time, songs, storytelling, rhythmic games, guided
movement, cooking, and delighting in the farm
animals during outdoor play and fun.
Grade School
In first grade, students are paired with an inspiring
Waldorf teacher and classmates who travel
together through eight years of social, emotional,
and intellectual growth. In this tight-knit
community, relationships thrive, teachers become
intimately familiar with each student’s
developmental strengths and needs, and students
work collaboratively to solve academic challenges
and propel to new heights.
During this time, students create intellectual,
emotional and physical connections to learning. In
the lower grades, students spend time surrounded
by stories, in nature and movement to support the
blossoming of their academic inquiry. As the
children grow, the SWS curriculum addresses their
changing developmental needs. Each grade level’s
lessons intentionally align with the unfolding
states of the student’s intellectual, social, physical,
and emotional development.

Special subject lessons in art, music, gardening,
movement, and world languages (Spanish,
Japanese, and Mandarin) foster discipline,
perseverance, and collaboration, integrating
intellectual abilities and creative capacities.
High School
The High School program addresses today’s
urgent call for thoughtful, engaged and articulate
individuals with capacities for adaptability,
creativity, grit, and independent thinking.

Thoughtful in-depth morning lesson blocks,
presented over the course of three to four weeks
form the cornerstone of the SWS programming.
The day begins with a lively, uninterrupted 2-hour
lesson focused on a particular subject: language
arts, mathematics, history, geography or science,
for example. In the Middle School, High School
teachers often guest lecture during the morning
lesson to present a more rigorous curriculum in
physics, advanced mathematics, and chemistry.

Grounded in the Classics, rigorous and holistic
academics expose students to the great ideas of
humankind, the events that shaped civilizations,
the beauty of mathematics, the power of the arts,
and the phenomena of the natural world.
9
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SWS students are independent thinkers who are
prepared for college and the world beyond. Every
high school day begins with a two-hour period in a
core subject such as science, math or humanities. A
sampling of courses include:
•

Grade 9: Revolutions, Geology, Current Events,
Organic Chemistry, Possibility and Probability,
Anatomy, Thermodynamics, History through
Art, Comedy and Tragedy;

•

Grade 10: Hydrology, Acids and Bases,
Flowering of English, Trigonometry,
Embryology, Poetics, Civics, Mechanics,
Drama;

•

Grade 11: Renaissance to Enlightenment,
Electricity and Magnetism, Shakespeare,
Periodic Table, First Amendment Foundations,
Cartesian Geometry, Botany/Cell Biology;

•

Grade 12: Transcendentalism, Zoology, Optics,
History through Architecture, World Religions,
Mathematical Physics, Senior Play, Ecology of
Puget Sound.

Morning lesson is followed by a series of classes in
Mathematics, Science, World Languages (Spanish
and Mandarin), Physical Education, Eurythmy, Art,
Music Ensembles and Choir.
Students are also engaged in a plethora of clubs
and athletics including, Drama, Robotics, Chess,
Yearbook, Yoga, Video Production, Philosophy,
Spirit Club, Volleyball, Cross Country, Ultimate
Frisbee (the School is a finalist in the national
competition this year), Student Council, Model UN,
and much more.
Ninety-four percent (94%) of SWS graduates
pursue higher education or post high school
training. It is clear that SWS graduates are
distinguished by their unquenchable curiosity,
intellectual flexibility, and advanced capacity for
synthesizing disparate ideas.
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BUD GET AN D FIN AN CE

STREN GTHS

Fiscal stewardship is critical to the School’s
sustainability and longevity. Sound financial
management and clarity about operating
reserves have been hallmarks at the School. The
Finance Committee of the Board works closely
with the Director of Finance and has targeted
development initiatives and continuously
explores and implements effective financial
strategies.
Tuition ranges from $8,980 in Preschool
through $27,980 in High School. The annual
budget is $7 million and approximately 26% of
the school’s tuition related income is allocated
to financial assistance.
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•

Happy, motivated, productive and
engaged students who joyfully
participate in active learning;

•

Impressive teachers and dedicated staff
who model leadership and thoughtful
teaching and living;

•

Successful current Head of School who
has worked judiciously and effectively for
the growth and reputation of a
prominent Waldorf education;

•

Active and impressive Board of Trustees
who know and understand the value of a
quality and premier Waldorf education;

•

Beautiful campuses that serve the wide
constituency of students; and an

•

Active parent body willing to volunteer,
serve, and donate and who promote and
sustain an authentic and well-intentioned
learning community.
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CHALLENG ES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
The opportunities at SWS are virtually
unlimited for the energetic new Head.
He or she will bring dedication,
competent leadership and creativity to
a vibrant and active place. While the
School is financially strong, maintaining
the school’s enrollment to capacity by
increasing and sustaining effective
retention in all grades are vital.
Serving as the ”face of the school,” the
new Head is expected to be actively
involved in internal and external
community engagement. In addition to continuing
and enhancing the strong academic program, the
new leader must advocate and secure higher
salaries and benefits for all faculty and staff, must
prioritize marketing and fundraising, and articulate
the value of a Waldorf education. The Head must be
comfortable and ready to describe the intentionality
and strong unified vision of early childhood through
high school programming. He or she will be a strong
role model and be guided by the School’s authentic
and impressive Waldorf core values, ethics, and a
genuine proclivity to diversity, equity, and justice.

Cost of living in Seattle may prove problematic
for a new resident and his/her family. Local area
median prices are substantially higher than other
regional communities and the Seattle home
rental market is a very active and costly one.
It will be essential for the next school leader to be
articulate and to offer inspiring educational
leadership to the entirety of the SWS and Seattle
communities. The new Head must be conversant
in Waldorf education, skilled in independent
school practices and governance, be comfortable
in the use of rigorous curricula and
programming, be able to attract and retain
competent and effective teachers and staff,
be an effective fundraiser, and be a strong
visionary and advocate for the Seattle
Waldorf School.
SWS is a member of the Association of
Waldorf Schools of North America
(AWSNA) and is a member of the Waldorf
Early Childhood Association of North
America (WECAN), an organization that
offers training, curriculum guidelines and
networking opportunities for early
childhood educators. The School is fully
accredited by the Northwest Association of
Independent Schools (NWAIS) and AWSNA.
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THE QUALITIES AN D ATTRIBUTES OF THE NEXT HEAD OF SCHOOL
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A love and respect for all children;
A commitment to quality Waldorf education, Early Childhood through Grade 12;
Ability to communicate and partner with parents to serve the educational needs of children;
Ability to motivate, lead, develop, and sustain a cohesive and competent faculty and staff;
Ability to advance and articulate a vision that will inspire, lead, and propel SWS forward into the
next decade and beyond, including the ability to bring new ideas, to lead strategically, and to
execute clear decisions;
Empathetic and discerning skills;
Ability to sustain strong school enrollment and student retention;
Ability to embrace and uphold the SWS mission and core values;
Practical and demonstrable experience with marketing, school finance, and fundraising;
Ability to work effectively with the Board of Trustees, administrative leadership, parents, alumni,
donors, community leaders, and other Waldorf and independent schools;
A strong communicator, active listener, articulate speaker, and compelling writer who is able to
engage the school community and lead the marketing, communication and fundraising efforts in a
competitive independent school market; and
Honest, transparent, and able to lead difficult conversations.

APPLICATION PROCED URE
There are two ways for interested candidates to apply:
1. Apply online at: https://rg175.com/candidate/login
Or
2. Email – in one electronic file—no later than Monday, July 15, 2019—an application consisting of:
•
•
•
•
To:

Cover Letter addressed to the Search Committee;
Resume;
No fewer than three (3) sample Writings; and
No fewer than five (5) current references
Doreen Oleson, Ed.D.
Resource Group 175
doreenoleson@gmail.com

Seattle Waldorf School is a non-profit 501(c) corporation. In accordance with federal law, the School does not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, gender, family configuration or sexual/gender
orientation. In addition, the School does not discriminate on the basis of disability, marital status, military
status, or socio-economic circumstances.
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